
LOOP PROGRAM NOTES 
 
 
Ryan Francis: Piano Concerto 
  
This concerto feels like an arrival point for me artistically that has been in the 
works for the past four years. I've been exploring a lot of seemingly (to me, at 
least) disparate musical concepts, but this concerto is the crucible in which I'm 
forging them all together.  On the one hand, I've written a good deal of music 
that deals more with textural as opposed to 'metric' rhythms, and I also have a 
parallel string of pieces that are concerned with electronic influence on acoustic 
music, which are much more metrically complex, while retaining more harmonic 
clarity. 
  
My interest in electronics has influence the concerto on both an aural level and a 
process level. While the concerto's orchestration is often designed to create 
'electronic' timbres, I also decided to forego my traditional paper-and-pencil-
exclusively method of composing, in favor of working with MIDI maps. This new 
method of working allowed me to explore and develop textures that I probably 
would have never discovered were I simply working with my hands on a 
keyboard, and this influenced the soloist's part in particular. I would write with 
grids, unconcerned with playability, and would then transcribe them into 
mensural notation and revise and revise until they were completely idiomatic. 
The result has been that the piano writing is often utterly different than my 
previous work, which was my goal. 
  
Each of the movements were developed out of piano etudes that I have been 
writing for the past year, and the form of each movement reflects the same sort 
of obsessive quality of an etude, although I allowed myself to be a little more 
expansive as well; this is a concerto, after all! 
  
The first movement could almost be a chorale, were it not for the sharp 
syncopated disjunctive melodic contours that cut through the texture. The 
second movement is a sort of musical Jacob's Ladder, constantly rising musical 
gestures that are also continuously falling. The third movement is more about 
color than the others, and less rhythmically driving as well, although there is a 
gentle repeated note pulse that runs through much of the movement. The final 
movement is comprised of two basic layers: a light, distant textural one, and a 
foreground built on constantly evolving loops of material.          (Notes: Ryan 
Francis) 
  
  
Ravel: Trois Poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé 
  



The allure of Mallarmé’s cryptic inscrutable symbolist verses inspired many 
composers to use them as texts – or pretexts – for composition.  Nevertheless, 
when Mallarmé was informed by Debussy that he intended to musicalize his 
famous poem, L’apres-midi d’un faune, the poet replied, “I thought I had already 
done that. 
  
”Debussy and Ravel had each, unbeknownst to one another, seized upon two of 
the three poems that comprise Ravel’s cycle for as texts for songs, a 
coincidence that Debussy found “a phenomenon of autosuggestion worthy of 
communication to the Academy of Medicine.”Ravel found his specific inspiration 
when Igor Stravinsky showed him the score for his Poèmes de la lyrique 
japonaise which employed an unusual chamber ensemble derived from one that 
Schoenberg used for Pierrot Lunaire.  Impressed by the coloristic possibilities of 
such an ensemble, Ravel decided to devise his Mallarmé settings for the same 
combination of instruments and soprano for a prospective performance of all 
three works that never took place. 
  
What Ravel achieved in these songs is less an interpretation of the texts – for, 
indeed, how could one interpret poems of such scrupulous, suave ambiguity? – 
than a supreme act of poetic transposition into music.  The first song, Soupir, for 
example, both naively and sophisticatedly true to its title, has the arched 
structure of a sigh: the voice rising exquisitely to a subtle climax; and then the 
long sad languor of release.  The string glissandi that thrum, fountain-like, 
behind the entire first half of the song find their etiolated echo at the end, 
bracketing, as if in a sad mirror, the very impossibility of the “azure.” 
  
In Placet Futile, the vain supplication is offered to a Watteau-painted princess, 
as remote as a figure enameled on a china plate.  But whoever this princess 
might be, the proud deportment of the petitioner shines clearly through angular 
melodic lines and intricate chromatic harmonies, maintaining inflections 
perfectly natural to speech.  The mood is undeniably restrained, a quiet pain 
tightening the throat.  But listen to the magical entreaty at “nommez-nous...” 
where the flute unfurls like a silver tongue and slowly settles to the ground like a 
ribbon of silver, not to seduce, for seduction requires an agency wholly absent 
from Mallarmé’s delicate sonnet, but to present the singer’s eternal submission 
on a platter of china for the perfect princess’s cool contemplation.    
  
With Surgi de la croupe et du bond, Mallarmé pushes his text even further into 
the realm of music.  The poem exhales a studied elusiveness that cancels form, 
eloquence, rhetoric.  Ravel responds with music of extreme harmonic 
vagueness, music that even flirts, at times, with bitonality.  The spare musical 
texture is punctured by bell-like octaves on the piano which have been heard at 
crucial points in the previous songs: now the knell dominates.  Even the most 
striking effects, such as the glassy shimmer that surrounds the climax on the 



word “agonise,” are kept on this side of expressivity, never quite breaking 
through the mood of spectral silence.   
  
Ravel, so often acclaimed for his supreme musical taste, makes these songs 
literally tasteful: like the taste of lime sherbet or raspberry laughs.  His music 
does not interpret but particularizes Mallarmé’s intentional ambiguities, fixes 
them to a specific and eradicable flavor.  It is the taste of infinite dissolution, of 
longing, of boredom, of chic black lacquered Nothingness. (Notes: Edward Sien) 
  
  
Esa-Pekka Salonen: Five Images from Sappho 
  
If we imagine the history of art as some kind of Darwinian survival game, 
Sappho stands out as a genetic miracle. No (almost no) whole organism (poem) 
has survived; instead we have a couple of dozen pages' worth of fragments. 
Some of them are almost complete little poems; most of them are isolated 
groups of words or single words far apart. 
  
Almost every generation of poets has tried to translate these scattered 
messages from a woman of whom we know very little. As always, interpretation 
tells more about the interpreter, and his time and culture, than the work itself. 
Our modern view of Sappho is similar to that of other art forms, more scholarly 
than romantic. It is important to remember that the best Sappho translation 
today (or the best Beethoven interpretation) will be seen as interesting, but 
slightly ridiculous, by future generations. We are prisoners of our own time and 
generation. 
  
It is the fragmentary nature of the material, and therefore an almost open form, 
that makes Sappho so fascinating to set to music. (After having typed this 
sentence I realized that I am still trying to give an intellectual, formal explanation 
wildly off the mark in the good old serialist tradition. That is exactly what I mean 
by being a prisoner of one's own generation.) It is the tremendous energy of 
suffocated sexuality and the vibrant eroticism in Sappho that got my imagination 
going. Sappho reveals to us secrets of the female soul like nobody else. There is 
no subject more interesting. Between these small islands of words one can hear 
music. I set out to compose a cycle in which I would describe a woman's life 
from childhood to old age and death. Timing was not right: my son Oliver was 
born in the middle of the composition period, and it became totally impossible 
for me to imagine death and loneliness. I decided to concentrate on the first part 
of life instead. 
  
A short description of the structure of Five Images from Sappho:     
1. Tell everyone. The singer explains that she is going to tell a story. Music is 
fanfare-like, except for the word 'beautifully'.     



2. Without Warning. The first awakening of love. Descending figures in the 
beginning are metaphors of a gentle whirlwind.     
3. It's no use. A young girl is unable to concentrate on household chores. She is 
trying to explain to her mother why, but gets so excited that she can only stutter. 
Finally, she manages to get the words 'that boy'.     
4. The evening star. I imagine: a girl is lying in the grass in the evening, gazing at 
the stars. For the first time she understands that even she will be old one day. 
The strings and the celesta describe the flicker of the stars.     
5. Wedding. I combined several poems here to create a larger form. The singer 
has different roles in this song. In the refrain the crowd greets the bridegroom. It 
returns twice in different guises. After the interlude the bride has a brief moment 
of despair, but is comforted by an older woman ('listen, my dear'), who has a 
very balanced point of view, in my opinion. 
  
After the second refrain girls gather outside the nuptial chamber and sing 
teasingly a song ('Come bride'). After the third refrain and an orchestral 
culmination, a voice describes the couple sleeping peacefully in each other's 
arms. (Notes: Esa-Pekka Salonen) 
  
  
Eric Satie: Sports et Divertissements (Arranged by David Bruce) 
  
Metropolis Ensemble commissioned a new arrangement for chamber orchestra 
of Erik Satie's Sports et Divertissements from London-based composer David 
Bruce. Sports et Divertissements, originally written for piano and narrator, was 
an early form of multi-media project in which Satie provided piano music to 
drawings made by Charles Martin and was composed in 1914.  Satie's twenty-
one brilliant musical miniatures sketch whimsical verbal and musical images of 
outdoor sports and amusements and are accompanied by a wry narration 
written by Satie, updated for this performance by acclaimed spoken word artist 
Mike Daisey. 
  
David Bruce on creating a chamber orchestra arrangement: 
  
"Satie's Sports et Divertissements presents itself in such a deliberately humble, 
almost self-deprecating manner that it's easy to overlook the quality of Satie's 
inventiveness. Indeed I think I only really appreciated the true depth and subtlety 
of Satie's art once I began the process or orchestration. From the instruments 
available, I tried to pick an orchestral palette that resonated with the subject 
matter of the individual pieces, (ranging as it does from circus clowns to and 
octopus in its cave) and in doing felt a sense of polishing up a tiny gem to reveal 
an extraordinary richness and strangeness. The tiniest of fragments which might 
whiz past in the piano piece and which might seem unremarkable, suddenly 
jumped into life - its true significance seeming stronger than ever. 
  



Most notable were a wealth of connections with Satie's Parisian contemporaries 
- particularly Debussy and Stravinsky - connections that had only been 
marginally apparent to me in listening to the piano version.  What we now think 
of as a Stravinskian motif is particularly evident in the pieces that evoke the 
circus or the commedia dell'arte characters.  The combination of 'earthy' circus 
music sounds with the particular kinds of harmony and repetitive patterns Satie 
uses bring out the Stravinsky connection especially strongly - and makes one 
reconsider the extent of the influence Satie exerted on the great Russian 
composer."           
 
(Notes: David Bruce) 
 


